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Article Body:
The quirks of the racing calendar have nudged Newcastle´s Northumberland Plate into the first

Anyone thinking of having a bet in this grueling two-mile contest needs to pay strict attentio

Older horses too tend to rule the roost these days and the times when progressive three-year-o

Good recent form is an obvious plus in a race of this nature and Richard Fahey´s Greenwich Mea

Over at The Curragh on July 2 there´s the weighty matter of the Irish Derby to consider though

Both Dylan Thomas and Dragon Dancer, the fourth and second respectively at Epsom, are set to f
The performances of the French three-year-olds´ at pattern level in Britain has left a lot to
The Coral Eclipse Stakes at Sandown on July 8 is famous for its traditional clash between the
The loss of Sir Percy through injury has probably sunk the three-year-old challenge below the
On the same day as the Coral Eclipse, Haydock hosts the Lancashire Oaks which is often won by

Newmarket´s three-day July meeting dominates the middle of the month and the opening day shoul

On the second day of the July meeting Hoh Mike, who was poorly ridden by Jamie Spencer when ru

On July 14 the final day of the eponymously-titled meeting, there´s the small matter of the Bu
Ed Dunlop´s Britannia runner-up Easy Air would be an intriguing contender too hailing from sta

The six-furlong Group 1 July Cup is the meeting´s highlight on July 14 and recent results have

Inevitably a good run in the Golden Jubilee Stakes at Royal Ascot as well as a bold showing in

York´s John Smith´s Cup On July 15 is one of the best ten-furlong handicaps of the whole seaso

Newbury stages the Weatherbys Super Sprint on July 22 and the unmistakable message for punters

July´s racing comes to a close with the fabulous King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Diamond St
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